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Professional segment newbie – The
Architectura toilet with a concealed
attachment
Boasting clear lines and sophisticated functionality, the Villeroy & Boch
Architectura system range is set to become even more versatile: the range
has been joined by a round, wall-mounted DirectFlush toilet with a concealed
attachment that provides professional planners with additional design
options and impressive hygienic benefits.
The contemporary, pared-down design makes the toilet the perfect solution
for public and private sanitary projects of any size. The rimless DirectFlush

technology is also hygienic and cost-efficient as DirectFlush toilets are very
easy to clean and save water. The fully glazed toilet bowl can be flushed
completely without any splashing thanks to the special splashguard at the
top of the bowl and the intelligent flushing system. Consuming just 3 or 4.5
litres per flush, the modern flushing technology ensures maximum flushing
efficiency and thorough cleaning. And as the conventional attachment
grooves are concealed, it is also quicker and easier to clean the outside of the
bowl.
Planners and architects will find the right toilet in the Architectura range for
any building project. This collection offers wall-mounted models in standard,
compact and comfortable XL versions and an extra-long Architectura Vita
toilet with a 700 mm projection for accessible bathroom design. There are
also a host of floor-standing toilets and toilet combinations. This shows that
customised, forward-looking toilet solutions can meet all requirements for
space, comfort and hygiene.
Photos for download:
https://cs.villeroy-boch.com/admin/share/54942838

Villeroy & Boch:
Villeroy & Boch is one of the world's leading premium brands for ceramic
products. The family business, which was founded in 1748 and is
headquartered in Mettlach/Germany, stands for innovation, tradition and
exceptional style. As a renowned lifestyle brand, Villeroy & Boch offers
products from the sectors Bathroom and Wellness and Tableware, and is
active in 125 countries.
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